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Data Center Power

Cooling is a large fraction of total power 

Idle power in servers is wasted and needs more cooling 

Shutting off idle servers concentrates heat in those that are active, requiring 
more cooling 

Handling surges in load is slowed by having servers shut off or in standby



PowerTrade

Divide data center into thermal zones 

Calibrate load against temperature 

Put hot zone servers in standby when possible 

Spread load among cool zones to balance sever power and temperature 

Running more processors reduces hot spots, but increases idle power -- 
need to optimize



Static vs. Dynamic

One set of measurements is better than none, but doesn’t match varying 
loads 

Can dynamically measure power as load changes 

Found that groups of 10 servers, tuned every 20 minutes works well



SurgeGuard

Optimum power may result in too many processors that are slow to 
respond to surges in load 

Keep some servers in reserve to handle load (balance once per hour - but 
can run out) 

Add servers to replenish reserves at finer granularity (5 min) 

Deactivate excess servers at hour intervals only



Simulation on Traces



Discussion
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Thermal Load
Warehouse computers vary in load over time 

Need to be provisioned for cooling under peak load 

Can be wasteful if peak is limited in time 

Use material that can capture some of exhaust heat and store it until lower load, 
then release it 

Phase change exploits latent heat 

Tested multiple materials, wax was chosen



Wax Box in Exhaust



Checking the Model



Results



Throughput Results 
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Phase Change

Wax absorbs heat at the highest rate when it melts  

Combination of sensible and latent heat 

Thermal Time Shifting doesn’t necessarily reach melting point 

Sensible energy storage only 

Introduce Virtual Melting Point scheduling to concentrate loads to melt wax



Thermal-Aware Placement

Determine thermal profile of workload 

Gather hot processes into a subgroup designated as hot 

Keep other processes in cold group 

Hot group will melt wax and absorb more heat



Wax Aware Placement
Measure wax temperature 

Once wax is melted, keep it melted (so it doesn’t release heat) 

As all the wax in the hot group becomes melted, add from the cold group



Workloads for Evaluation



Reliability Concerns



Thermal Profile



VMT-WA Profile



Cooling Load Reduction



Discussion
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Power Supply



Power Variation



Services Vary



Dynamo Coordinates Levels



Power Capping (single)



Example



Surge Protection



Overclock Enabling



Conclusions

Monitoring is as important as capping 

Service-aware design simplifies capping testing 

Design capping systems to be hardware agnostic 

Use accurate simulation for missing power information 

Keep it simple to be reliable at scale



Discussion


